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Semiconductor Devices

Semiconductor devices are electronic components that exploit the electronic properties 

of semiconductor materials, principally silicon, germanium, and gallium arsenide, as well as organic 

semiconductors. 

Semiconductor devices are manufactured both as single discrete devices and as integrated circuits (ICs), 

which consist of a number—from a few (as low as two) to billions—of devices manufactured and 

interconnected on a single semiconductor substrate, or wafer.

Semiconductor materials are useful because their behavior can be easily manipulated by the addition of 

impurities, known as doping. Semiconductor conductivity can be controlled by the introduction of an 

electric or magnetic field, by exposure to light or heat, or by the mechanical deformation of 

a doped monocrystalline grid; thus, semiconductors can make excellent sensors. Current conduction in 

a semiconductor occurs via mobile or "free" electrons and holes, collectively known as charge carriers. 

Doping a semiconductor such as silicon with a small amount of impurity atoms, such 

as phosphorus or boron, greatly increases the number of free electrons or holes within the semiconductor. 

When a doped semiconductor contains excess holes it is called "p-type", and when it contains excess 

free electrons it is known as "n-type", where p (positive for holes) or n (negative for electrons) is the sign 

of the charge of the majority mobile charge carriers. The semiconductor material used in devices is doped 

under highly controlled conditions in a fabrication facility, or fab, to control precisely the location and 

concentration of p- and n-type dopants. The junctions which form where n-type and p-type 

semiconductors join together are called p–n junctions.
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Semiconductor Devices

List of common semiconductor devices

Two-terminal devices:

DIAC

Diode (rectifier diode)

Gunn diode

IMPATT diode

Laser diode

Light-emitting diode (LED)

Photocell

Phototransistor

PIN diode

Schottky diode

Solar cell

Transient-voltage-suppression diode

Tunnel diode

VCSEL

Zener diode
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Three-terminal devices:

Bipolar transistor

Darlington transistor

Field-effect transistor

Insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)

Silicon-controlled rectifier

Thyristor

TRIAC

Unijunction transistor

Four-terminal devices:

Hall effect sensor (magnetic field sensor)

Photocoupler (Optocoupler)
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How does a smartphone work?

Image sensors LEDs

Nobel Prizes in Physics

2014, blue LEDs

2010, Graphene

2009, CCD

2000, Heterojunctions, Integrated Circuits

1956, Transistor



How does a smartphone work?

http://appleinsider.com/articles/17/12/08/apple-supplier-finisar-to-scale-vcsel-production-suggests-

face-id-coming-to-all-iphones-in-2018
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Foldable phone



Flexible/stretchable electronics (2005~2011)



Flexible/stretchable electronics (2011~2013)

Hemispherical cameras

Y. M. Song et al., Nature (2013)

Injectable LEDs

Science (2013)

Transient Electronics

Science (2012)



To realize it,

- Research Motivation, Scientific Impact

- Operating principles

- Diodes, FETs, LEDs, PDs, PVs, etc.

- Device structures and fabrication details

- Materials issues, physical behaviors

- Semiconductor fundamentals, 

Electromagnetics



Purpose of the course

The purpose of this course is to provide the student with the 

essential background on semiconductor materials and a basic 

understanding of the following semiconductor devices that will be 

required for a successful career in electrical engineering:

- PN junctions

- Light-Emitting Diodes/Photodetectors

- Biopolar Junction Transistors

- Field Effect Transistors

Prerequisites – Introduction to solid state physics, Electromagnetics



Course Schedule

Weekly Course Schedule

Calendar Description Remarks

1st week Introduction and Overview

2nd week Crystal Properties

3rd week Theory of Solid

4th week Semiconductor physics

5th week Transport phenomena

6th week Non-equilibrium characteristics

7th week PN junction & PN diodes

8th week Midterm

9th week Metal semiconductors & Heterojunctions

10th week MOSFET

11th week MOSFET

12th week Photodetectors and Solar Cells

13th week LEDs and Laser diodes

14th week Selected topics on semiconductor devices

15th week Selected topics on semiconductor devices

16th week Final Exam



Textbooks and References

Textbooks :

Physics of semiconductor devices (3rd edition), Simon M. Sze

Semiconductor physics and devices (4th edition), Neamen

References :

Solid state electronic devices, B. G. Streetman

Semiconductor device fundamentals, R. F. Pierret

Physical properties of semiconductors, Wolfe

Selected research articles



Evaluation Guideline

Attendance (5%)

Home work (15%)

Midterm (30%)

Final Exam (50%)
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Question or Comment?


